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A RIVETING PARANORMAL ROMANCE from USA Today Bestselling author, Dannika Dark.Time

is running out...Kane never believed in things like fate or karma. Not until the night he took a life.A

secret society of immortals lives within the human world. Kane is one of them--a Sensor who

experiences emotional energy through touch. But despite his good looks and easy-going

personality, Kane lives a solitary life. Unlike other Sensors, he is unnaturally hypersensitive.Touch

brings pain.Fate throws a curveball when a woman's life is placed in his hands. Kane is suddenly

faced with making a choice, and each comes with a consequence that will wreck him forever. Time

is not on his side.Will she be his salvation, or his ruination?Closer is a 32,000 word Novella that can

be read as a stand-alone. This character is tied to and briefly appears in the MAGERI

SERIES.MAGERI SERIES READING ORDER:Book 1 - SterlingBook 2 - TwistBook 3 -

ImpulseBook 4 - GravityBook 5 - Shine - Final InstallmentBook 6 - The Gift (Bonus Novella)MAGERI

WORLD NOVELSRiskSEVEN SERIES READING ORDER:Book 1 - Seven YearsBook 2 - Six

MonthsBook 3 - Five WeeksBook 4 - Four DaysBook 5 - Three HoursBook 6 - Two MinutesBook 7 -

One SecondBook 8 - Winter Moon (Bonus Novella)SEVEN WORLD

NOVELSCharmingCROSSBREED SERIESBook 1: KeystoneBook 2: RavenheartOTHER
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What a fascinating read. This is quite an original story by Dannika Dark. There has never been a

more interesting first-meet than the one Kane and Caroline had, and what a way to find your soul

mate and fall in love.I wasn't sure what to think when I first started this book. A book where 90% of

the story takes place inside one of the character's head seems risky or boring. Not at all. This book

was really good. The vulnerability that each character showed, the willingness to share with another

at the most intimate level was lovely. The unique setting actually increased their intimacy and sped

it up. In most cases it would be impossible to believe that two people could become so close, fall in

love in only a few hours, but not here. Kane and Caroline shared intimate stories, feelings, and

emotions; shared things with each other that they had never shared with another soul. They shared

a lifetime in a few hours. It was a connection at the most basic level and it was profound. This made

for a beautiful story. Credit needs to go to the author. Dannika handled the characters and their

conversations brilliantly. Any misstep and the book could have been cheesy or trite, but instead was

touching. You really hope for the impossible for these two. Well done and so entertaining.

This was a very different kind of novel from Dannika Dark, with most of the adventures happening to

Kane and Caroline after she is injured and has fallen into a coma. The alternate reality their abilities

creates gives them time to meet, get to know one another on a heart-to-heart level, and to build an

incredible foundation for love. We had met Kane briefly in the Mageri Series and this novella adds

depth to his backstory.Kane is a dedicated loner, never giving his heart to anyone except his human

sister, Sunny. His secrets about being a Sensor have distanced him from the people he loves,

making his life difficult. When Caroline is attacked and Kane kills the man who hurt her, their lives

become tangled in very complicated ways. She is unconscious, in a coma, yet when Kane touches

her his abilities take him into the world created by her mind.Although a shorter novel than most of

Ms. Dark's books, Closer delivers a story with heart and impact.

If you read the Mageri series then you already know Kane is SunnyÃ¢Â€Â™s brother. The jail scene

in the last book has always been on my mind. Why Kane? Why the girl. Even the first time I read the

books it was always a question I wanted to know.Well if I had known Closer was going to give me

those answers I would have picked it up a heck of a lot faster than I did.Kane a Sensor, who knew, I



wonÃ¢Â€Â™t give you details itÃ¢Â€Â™s a short story so pick it up. But I hope to see a reunion with

Sunny and the twins and Uncle Kane. This novella really ties in that whole jail scene and why it was

or had to be Kane.Can we just lock Dannika in a room so she can give us more of these amazing

characters? Is that asking too much? lol Yeah I know it is but damn this just makes me want to have

more, more, more.Again great narration! CanÃ¢Â€Â™t say enough good things about Nicole

PooleÃ¢Â€Â™s performance.*All my Reviews are 100% honest and my own.*

You couldn't get much closer to someone then to be in their head, communicating in the

"dark"......But this is what most of the book is....Kane inside Caroline' s head-space while she is

dying from loss of blood, a scull fracture, etc.This was a sensitive, serious book, but there were a

few funny parts to balance it out!

I really liked this book. Fate brings together two lonely and tormented souls. Their start is not easy,

but love is hard to resist.I highly recommend this book as well as the authors other series.Closer is a

stand alone novella that is based in the same world of the Mageri series, but is not part of the

Mageri series.

I love Danika Darks style of writing and characters so she has quickly became a favorite of mine. I

was really glad to see that she used the same world as her Mage series and even made it about

Sunnys brother Kane. He is a Sensor but has never really learned how to use his power due to

being raised by human parents. Because of this he has kept to himself and become a loner. He

meets Carolyn in a completely new kind of way. No spoilers needed so you need to read to find out

how. It was a really different kind of paranormal story. I just wish it was longer or had an epilogue.

However, since he is Sunnys brother, hopefully he will show up in the Mage series in some way.

Good novella Ms. Dark!

what a short, beautiful read.I do not know why I was hesitant to read this. Maybe because I knew it

was only a short (89 pages) novella? Or that I would be heavily invested in these characters in a few

hours? Well that's exactly what the freak happened!!Kane and Caroline's love blossoms quick, but

steady. Readers get an insight on both Kane and Caroline. When Kane said goodbye to Caroline,

my heart made a :( face....just, just *sigh*We do, however, get a HEA. Thank God!I loved, loved it!

But I was left with craving more



This was an interesting read. The budding romance of two people in such dire straights who are

what can be termed 'losers' and how this lends each of them a strength that surprises both

characters is quite thought provoking. It really is in the eye of the beholder and it certainly made me

think.A good read by a very good writer!
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